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COMPLETE SURFACES WITH TOTAL CURVATURE

YOUNG WOOK KIM

1. Introduction

Let (M2 , g) be a complete finitely connected oriented Riemannian
surface with total curvature c(M). By total curvature, we mean the
improper integral of the Gauss curvature over the Riemannian volume
form. Such a space has the complete distance function induced from the
arc length of curves. We denote it by d.

Many interesting facts are known about such surfaces. Among them,
the first result was Cohn-Vossen inequality[CV]. Then it was improved
as asymptotic Gauss-Bonnet type formulas mainly by Fiala[F] and Hart
man[H]. Recently there has been more elaborate studies on the subject
by Shiohama and others[Sl,S2,S3,Shl,Sh2,Y]. All these results can be
summarized as saying that asymptotic geometry of such surfaces resem
bles that of Euclidean cones. In fact it is easy to see, from the work of
Fiala, etc. that the family of metric spaces (M, Ad)o<,\9 is a precom
pact family in Gromov-Hausdorff topology when the total curvature of
M is finite and, therefore, it has some geometry in the limit. In this
paper we will show that, for M above with finite total curvature, the
family (M, Ad) is actually convergent in Gromov-Hausdorff distance to
a Euclidean cone as A -+ 0+. On the other hand, an example shows
that the finiteness condition on the total curvature is necessary. In [S4]
Gromov-Hausdorff convergence is claimed for the case of infinite total
curvature. This turns out to be wrong as we see below.

For simplicity we assume that our surface M has only one end. The
same is true for surfaces with multiple ends and its proof is obvious
from the one end case. Here we briefly explain the geometry of rays and
large geodesic balls and refer the details to the exposition by Shiohama
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[SI]. Let p be a fixed point on M. The geodesic rays emanating from
p forms a closed set A(p). Given a real number r > 0 we consider the
closed geodesic ball B(r) of radius r centered at p and its boundary curve
C(r) = 8B(r). We denote A(p)nB(r) by D(r). Also let E(r) denote the
set of points on the minimizing geodesics from p to 8B(r). It is known
that C(r) is actually homeomorphic to a circle for all r sufficiently large.
Moreover it is piecewise smooth. The cut locus of p consists of several
continuous curves diverging to infinity and these curves are disjoint from
each other. The minimizing geodesics from each cut point to p bound a
disk domain which is monotone increasing as the cut point moves along
the cut locus toward infinity. The total width of such disk domains
at radius r is asymptotically of order o(r) as r --+ 00. Therefore the
domains where there is no ray from p becomes arbitrarily thin, as one
moves toward infinity, compared to the distance r from p.

A standard Hausdorff distance between two subsets A, B of a compact
metric space Z is defined as

dt;(A,B) = inf{€ IB(A, €) :J B, B(B, €) :J A},

where B(A, €) denotes the closed €-neighborhood of A. Let X, Y be
compact metric spaces. Then the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between
X,Y is

dGH(X, Y) =inf dt;(X, Y),

where the infimum is over all compact metric spaces Z and all isometric
embeddings of X, Y into Z.(See [GLP))

Let (Xi,Pi) be a sequence of (not necessarily compact) pointed, com
plete, locally compact, inner metric spaces. We say that this sequence
converges to (X,p) of the same kind in Gromov-Hausdorff topology if,
for each r, Bi(pi' r) converges in Gromov-Hausdorff distance to B(p, r),
where Bi denotes the closed ball in X i .(Cf. [GLP]) Now the statement
of our main theorem is

THEOREM A. Let M be a surface defined as above with finite total
curvature and only one end. Let p be a fixed point in M. Then the
family (M, p, Ad), 0 < A ::; 1 is a precompact family and converges in the
Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a Euclidean cone over a circle of length
21l"X(M) - c(M) as A --+ 0+ .
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According to Gromov[G], a family C of compact metric spaces is pre
compact in Gromov-Hausdorff distance if and only if, for every f > 0,
there is a positive integer N( f) such that the minimum number of f-balls
needed to cover each X in C is bounded above by N(f).

Example. Let (~, H d) be the Poincare disk with Gaussian curvature
-1, where Hd is its hyperbolic distance function. Then c(~, H d) = -00.

Consider the family ~.\ = (~,Hd.\), °< A :::; 1 of complete met
ric spaces, where H d.\ = AHd. Each~.\ is a Riemannian surface
with constant Gaussian curvature -1/A2 • We define the standard ge
odesic polar coordinate system tP.\ : (~.\, 0) -+ (:IR+ U 0) x 51. Then
Hd.\(tP~I(1,9),tP~I(l,'P))-+ 2 as A -+ 0+ for every (J =1= 'P. Now one de
duce from this that the minimum number of 6-balls (6 < (1/2)) needed
to cover each unit ball in ~.\ is not uniformly bounded for all A. Thus
~.\ is not a precompact family. In fact, same estimate shows that, if
lim An = 0, no sequence {~.\(n)} is precompact and not convergent in
Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Thus no rescaling-down of Poincare disk is
convergent in Gromov-Hausdorff topology.

2. Proof of Theorem A
When we say total curvature exists as an improper integral on M,

we mean that, for an arbitrary compact exhaustion Ai(i.e., U Ai = M),
lim c(Ai) exists and the limits coincide for all such exhaustions. The
existence of total curvature, then, guarantees the convergence of

1M G+dVM and 1M G-dVM,

where G+ = max{G,O} and G- = max{-G,O}, and moreover the total
positive curvature must be finite.[CV] Therefore we may assume that the
total absolute curvature is convergent.(It may either be finite or infinite.)

Now suppose that the total Gauss curvature of M is finite. Let °<
€ < R and A> °be real numbers. Consider a domain

€ R
fh = {x I ~ < d(x,p) < >:} eM,

which is diffeomorphic to an annulus. Boundary of n.\ consists of two
piecewise smooth Jordan curves C(€/A) and C(R/A). Using the min
imizing geodesics in E(R/A) one gets a geodesic coordinate system on
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E(R/A). Now there is TJ > 0 so that whenever 0 < A< TJ, fh. -D(R/A) is
sufficiently thin compared to 1/Aand the total curvature on this domain
is also negligible. Therefore in the arguments below we will neglect the
existences of such thin strips in n.\. We will denote the Riemannian
metric in this coordinate system as

where J>.. is a disjoint union of finitely many closed intervals in 8 1 and
is monotone decreasing as A - 0+ so that n.\h matehes exactly with
A(p). Then the Gauss curvature function is given as G = - frr/ f. Now
by rescaling n.\ by the factor A one gets the domain W.\ in (M, Ad), on
which the rescaled metric is given, in geodesic polar coordinate, as

for € < r ~ R and 8 E J.\. Obviously the total curvature of g.\ on w.\

coincides with that of 9 on n.\.
We will show that the rescaled metric coefficients b(r, 8) = Af( r / A, 8)

behave nicely so that the limiting distance structure is a flat one. Now
on any domain K = (a, b) x J, we have

LIG.\ldVM;\ = i 16

If;~rl f.\ drd8

~i If.\;r(a) - f>..;r(b)ld8.

Let 6 > 0 be given. Since IGI is integrable, by choosing TJ above suffi
ciently small, the integral above can be made less than 6 for all a, b > €.

That is, the function If.\;r(a)-b;r(b)1 is Ll-convergent to 0 in d8. There
fore it also converges to 0 in measure, i. e., it is uniformly close to 0 except
on a set which can be chosen arbitrarily small for all A < TJ. Since the
estimate is independent of a, b(> €), b;r is uniformly close to b;r(€) ex
cept on some intervals of 8 of which the total length in d8 is also small.
Denote the union of these intervals by I and let JI b(€, 8)d8 < €1 for
given €1 > 0 by choosing TJ small and, therefore, I also small. Since the
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total curvature on the strips S = [e, R] x I is almost 0, the total width
of the strips becomes negligible. To see this, one observes that

where F.x(r) = II her, fJ)dfJ. Since this integral is small unifonnly in r,
F.x(r) is uniformly close to a linear function elr and, hence, the total
width in K for the strips I is small.

Now except on 5, her) is uniformly close to f.x(e)r for e < r < R.
Finally, we show the Gromov-Hausdorff convergence for the rescaling.

GROMOV'S CONVERGENCE LEMMA. Let Xi and X be metric spaces
of diameters uniformly bounded above. Suppose, for each e > 0, there
exist an e-net N of X and e-nets Ni of Xi, so that each N i is in one
to-one correspondence with N and distance functions on Ni converge
uniformly to that of N under the correspondence.

Let e2 > °be given. We choose an ed4-net N r on (0,00) and an
e2/4-net N e on C(R) n A(p). Consider the net N = N r x Ne. Then
N n D(R) gives an e2/4-net on D(R). Now N>.. = ((l/>..)Nr ) x Ne
is an e2-net on n.x for>.. < TJ. Now since f>..(r,8) is also uniformly
close to f>..( e, 8)r on [e, R] x SI except on very thin and straight strips,
d.x((rI/>", ( 1 ), (r2/>",fJ2»is close to ((rt}2 +(r2)2 -rlr2cosa)I/2 as r-+
+00, where a = limit of total curvature of C(r) between 81 and 82, The
limit distance on N obviously gives an e2-net for a Euclidean cone with
cone angle 271" - c(M). This completes the proof.
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